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Deepstate, the strongest Killer-Group on the Planet, has been
created by a killer-gene, by a disease. The Deepstate-groep, defined by this
inborn disease, recognizable by sick behavior, lying, misleading, cheating,
damaging in 1000 ways, mostly indirectly, and killing in disguise, f.i. via traps

is gathering around the fun source playing-bad-pranks
this fun source streaming out of a defect playing-pranks-program
in their heads, the defect caused by gene-defect. Cause and effect:
gene-defect → brain disease → Killer-Group with common fun source,

individuals cooperating in all kinds of big-damage-activities

the killer- and genocide-activities the biggest ones

The strange thing is, that the original killer-group,
the Khasar Nation / Huns-Nation under king Attila, the Hun, 400 nC-453 nC,

from Khasaria near the Caucasus, is redefining itself constantly,
this killer-group known for genocide in 436 nC on the Burgunder Nation at the river Rhein and
for other big crimes. Now the group is mixted with many nations around the globe, after having
lived between them during about 700 years, since 1250 nC (plaque-exodus partly) / 1376 nC
(Dschingis Khan-exodus fully), after having changed appearance and other qualities as
intelligence and strength, after big adaptations. It is redefining itself continuouly. The individuals,
born with the dominant killer-gene, make contact with each other, cluster in physical groups,
start cooperating in damage games, specialize in a special type games, one out of many types,

clustering around the seemingly very strong fun source ´damage game´
Those with the recessive killer-gene don´t cluster, go other ways, normal ways, don´t
know of the sleeping killer-gene in their DNA. When they come acrosss damage games
of close relatives (with dominant killer-gene), they hate that. But when some of their
children and /of grandchildren happen to inherit the dominant form of the killer-gene,
these children develop the dppp-brain disease (defect playing pranks program-disease),

start looking around for possibilities to play bad pranks, find other ones, playing already,
cluster and cooperate with them, get contact with the underground structures of the
worldwide killer-group deepstate, hear of the great leader, the secret king, and join.
From then on most of them obey to orders of the king. It's a characteristique of the
disease, using ppp: normal children, playing pranks between age 7 and 11, find it safer to play
pranks in a group, choose+obey a group leader. ´Sick adult children´ show the same behavior.

So, Mr. President, Mr. Donald Trump, and US-Army, execution of massive numbers of
deepstate-killerpeople is no remedy, does not help. It´s a fault. They reappear out of the
DNA-underground in the future. Only healing of the killer-disease is a true remedy.
And gene-science can achieve this. So, shut down the execution camps and set up science
camps to develop remedies for these sick people now, and give scientists the task to exchange
the killer gene, where present, through the good gene in the near future! On the one side.
On the other side, give scientists the task to equip all future humans on this planet
with much more intelligence, so that they recognize traps as the pseudo-vaccinations of
today and the ´1000-needles-pseudo-Covid19-tests´ of today and 5G immediately as killertraps amd react by arresting the trappers. Without killer-group inside and with

more intelligence humanity can enter the next phase of evolution.
The dominion of the killer-gene, the dominion of the killer-disease, the dominion of the secret
king grew in the run of 7 centuries. Weaponized with intelligence, strength and beauty, stolen from
the host nations, the killer-gene brought advantages to the carriers. In societies of weak people,

controlling not much, they could cheat, steal, rob a lot. get rich, have many children. So that
dominion of the bloody killer-gene grew to the scope of today, 2% of all. Now 140 million
worldwide with dominant killer-gene. Big groups of them intruded in parliaments, falsifying decisions,

Personalized in people, the defect gene tries to extinct the host nations in WW3.
A big plan to use a serie of Genocide-traps is rolled out: vax, famine, 5G and more.
But the killer-group will go down and be defeated, if it encounters determined resistance
and intelligent strong counter actions. The persons acting in the top and in the basis of
the ds-pyramid are weak sick children, driven by nothing else than brain disease,
senselessly destructing brain disease. Behind this disease the defect gene.
The best chess move is now, that a Global Union of Armies + Police + Firefighters
+ Citizens offers this to the war-headquarter of Deepstate, located in BIS, Basel, CH :

“We set up a big science operation to heal your disease, if you stop WW3attacks and surrender now. Latest day 1. of may. If you refuse, hard strikes will
hit you immediately. Our firefighters will put your 5G-weapon system down within
some days, rolled out by you to burn our cities/houses down by surprise. Your retreat
area in the underground bunker- and tunnel-system will be blown up. The giant is
stronger than the mouse. Sick children don´t have a chance against strong adults.”

Thus, strong adult people: take the plan and act !
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AnDiPa, section Cancer-Disease
Cancer is an infection disease, caused by 11 types of
Candida parasites. Discovered by Dr. Simoncini.
There are simple and unexpensive treatments.
Only if 2 components are working together, this infection
disease is deadly: a very weak immune system of the
patient and wrong treatment.
The background of wrong treatment with knife, x-rays
and chemo-cure is the strong power position of the
deepstate-groep in medicine and pill-maker-industrie,
pharma-industry. So the killer-disease is an important
part of the whole. More later.
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the severe disease, humanity is suffering from,
caused by a defect ppp-gene,
caused by a defect playing-pranks-program gene,

triggering adult people to play bad pranks
in small and in large groups, killer games included
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AnDiPa, section Diabetes-Disease

The diabetes disease type 2 can be treated without pills. The main cause of
type 2 diabetes is oversupply of food,, especially fructose and glucose, over
a long period of time. The body's cells defend themselves against this by
dulling their reaction to insulin. In case of a sudden intake of a lot of
fructose / glucose (drinking to often too much sweet fruit juices, grape
juice, for example), the blood sugar remains in high concentration in the
blood and causes damage to organs and blood vessels.
The causal therapy is therefore: eat less and more cautiously. It is better to
spread small and tight portions over many hours than to eat few
excessively large portions per day. Make the body cells hungry again!
Moving (stylishly = well coordinated) often for 10 to 15 minutes a day also
helps. Fasting every now and then is not wrong: drink 3 sips of water
whenever you feel hungry. 1 day or 2 days or 3 days. Ask your body if he
wants this! More later.
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the severe disease, humanity is suffering from
caused by a defect ppp-gene,
caused by a defect playing-pranks-program gene,

triggering adult people to play bad pranks
in small and in large groups, killer games included

Do you belong to the weak blind citizens?
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Strong citizens
Strong citizens cannot be manipulated to run into the genocidetraps of the criminal deepstate-powersystem. They cannot be
brainwashed by the criminal MSM-lie-Media
Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q-resistance worldwide Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q

Vaccination of all is a wrong and absurd Corona-Therapy
92% of all citizens are immune to Corona C19 or become immune
immediately after contact, without symptoms. To vaccinate them is
completely senseless. Stronger still, it is absurd. For allergy complications
will cause a lot of dead and injuried even under yonger citizens

Q-resistance worldwide! Save as many lives as possible!

Stop immediately with these absurd vaccinations!
The few who get stronger complaints can be treated well with medication.
A small risk group of 3% can be vaccinated beforehand, if the vaccines come from
reliable companies with no criminal record and if a reliable government controls

However, the reliability of DE- and … NL-governments is lost.
They have a criminal MH17-history. Proof TT-Test. Where are the black boxes of the MH17 ?
Disappeared in JIT in Rotterdam! Ask Malaisia! So provable! In order to hide their thick lies under thick
stones! Weak citizens let push themselves everything through the straw. However, strong citizens.don´t.

Who cannot let see a proof of a successful Truth-Test

is not allowed to enter the Government buildings !
Leaked: NEXT STEPS of the Rothschild-Rockefeller-Morgan Foundation, RoRoMo, the WW3 Attackers, the
Bankers: In June 2021 they will release virus CC21, 30% more deadly than CC19. In a made famine you get
food only on karting. Who refuses (re)vaccination gets nothing and dies. Do you want to die? Or become a sLave?

Act with common sense against the Corona-Criminals !
Weak citizens do not inform themselves and do nothing. Strong
citizens do not let things get that far. They demand from ´MH17-leaders´,
who knows everything, to let see the Truth-Test files. So simple !!!

weak citizens

.

strong citizens

spread this Q-plate via social media! And as Info-Guerrillas: as a group they appear in crucial places, in front of town halls,
on large markets, in front of parliaments…, and suddenly spreadi 300 DinA5 paper plates in form of a Q, and disappear.
www .Q.jaaaa. net Q = John F. Kennedy jr. He comes with a new strong US government. The US Army is backing him.

RoRoMo is the murderer-group, who has assassinated
US-president John F. Kennedy and Sweden`s prime
minister Olav Palme and many others, in order to rule
via TrojanHorses over the nations (via Bush, Clinton until Obama, now via
Clone Biden), assisted by money-control (the bankers! the billionairs!) en
media-monopoly. That has worked so far, but does not work endlessly.

Science has discovered a weak side of the RoRoMo-people:
they are normal looking sick children in adult bodies, playing bad pranks,
cheater-pranks to “earn” money and to become rich, murder games to gain
power and war games to conquer countries. That has worked against weak
citizens and against weak nations, but does not work endlessly.

Now these sick people got totally crazy:
via WW3, attacking with virus-weapons (Corona-CC19 until
now, CC21 coming in june), “vaccine”-weapons and the
starvation-weapon they intend to errect a dictatorship over
the whole planet, NWO, New World Order, combined with depopulation, killing half or more of all. Via Clone Biden they bought 3500
guillotines in China and placed them in 800 killing-camps, existing in
USA already in secred places, built under their TrojanHorses Bush and Obama.

Now the US-Army is rolling out its plan against the
biggest disease on the planet, an auto-immune-disease,
a sick 2%-group, attacking the 98%-group of mankind.
See: www .bc.jaaaa. net , bc=the disease behind Corona
JFK junior, the son of JFK, will play an important role in
the new US-Government, coming, backed by the army.

We wish success and assist with info-guerrillas.
Info-Guerrillas are groups, using advanced strategies to reach all citizens, misinformed by criminal lie-media. Info-Guerrillas are spreading information over bad
intentions and the weak sides of TrojanHorse-governments, Info-Guerrillas act legally.
They avoid battles with the strong sides of the WW3-opponent, criminal police and
criminal army-members, They work together with honest police and honest parts of army and
administration. Join! An evil 2%-group is no match for a well organized 98%-group!

Q-resistance
remember our points
Vax : Corona-vaccination absurd
MH17-killer-game provable
government unreliable
weak-citizens . strong-citizens . Strong reaction:
strong info-guerillas, using 100 ways to inform more people,
unmasking the Corona-Criminals in the eyes of the majority

info-guerillas, producing Q-patterns.
WW3 is not won in battles on the streets,
but in the minds of well informed people.
Avoid battles . Inform more people
until many many call for Truth-Tests, TTs :

TTs on THs, live on TV
and put them through. See Q2.j....

That means victory!
THs = Trojan Horses of ds

To produce pressure and put TTTruth-Tests through, big peaceful
demonstrations on the streets make later sense.
Update: Avoid even Corona-tests ! The used nose-sticks are WW3-war-weapons, hurting your nose inside,
pushing viruses and SMART NANO DUST directly into your bloodvessels.
More info: see Q3.j...!

Q --> Q1, Q2, Q3
Verzet . Widerstand - Resistance : VW-R
Q: Corona-Criminals, absurd vaccination,
ordered by MH17-criminals
Q2, Q3: Special themes. Q2: info-guerrilla-strategy
Q3: Aktuelles . Breaking News . Attack on our children
via Corona-´tests`--> 1000 needles in the nose
Nothing else reveals the bad intentions of the
governmemt more! Study the photos !

What is that ? One of 1001 needle-tops, consisting of hard
plastic, broken off deep inside the nose of ´Corona tested` children

Artificial fibre swab, Between the white fibres some moving black “fibres”

soft cotton swab, white

fibre swab, white, with hard brakable needles

many needle-tops, broken off, digging into meat in

needle.tops, broken off, digging deep into meat in,
after light touch with the articial fibre swab
Killer-activity of governments !
A sophisticated genocide-weapon of the killer-dragon
with millions of heads for 1000 shots per use into the noses
of children, students, adults. Still anything unclear, people?
How to warn many citizens and parents in short time? Read
Qx12.jaaaa.net . BIG.jaaaa.net New strategy! Legal action! Join!

more: Q2.jaaaa. net and Q3. jaaaa. net

Place a print behind windows of house + car
And spread this Q-plate via your channels around the globe !
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AnDiPA
Anti-Disease-Party
Humanity is suffering from a severe disease.
Most people are unaware of it. That makes it worse.

Unaware as they are, they are extra vulnerable.
Learn about the disease behind the Corona-disease!

Learn about face-patterns and behavior-patterns
and then stack experience on experience: proof, that
you have got a key to understand your world better,
able now to see the disease and able to contribute to
defeat it. Become engaged !
Humanity is a body on globe EARTH with about

7.500.000.000 cells,
with 7.5 billion persons. Men, women, children.
98% of all are led by inborn programs of cooperation,
of helping each other, of mastering difficulties in teamwork.
Cooperation is the motor of civilization, of becoming great and
powerfull, of getting control over the powers of nature.

About 2% of all have defects in a special inborn program,

resulting in attacking and damaging the majority.

Of course not openly, but disguised as wolves in sheep´s
clothing, as partisans, as TrojanHorses, as infiltrants,
with indirect operations, with fault flag operations, with
all known strategies of producing damage hidden
behind scenes.

Sick child in adult body

Child Bill Gates, full of prank-joy:

I have played a bad prank. But I reveal nothing!

Pressing the lips firmly together means: “I reveal nothing!”

The eyes, fixing the victim, sucking in information out of the corners of the eyes. Head already

turned away, ready to flee. Though adult and strong, he shows the flee-pattern of a week child.
Chief Justice of Supreme Court John Roberts is showing the same after-prank-pattern after his

prank to block control by the court after obvious election fraud: the lips firmly together “I reveal
nothing! I reveal to nobody, that I have played a bad prank to Trump and the US-Nation”.

Looking back out of the eye-corners on victims, head and body already turned in flee-direction

Disease developes, when one organ gets weak, making
it impossible to support the other organs as well as
normally. A special form of severe disease developes,
an auto-immune-disease developes, when one organ
starts to attack and to damage the other organs.
The 2%-group with a defect inborn program is attacking
the 98%-majority. Thus here we experience a kind of
auto-immune-disease of humanity.

In earlier times the attacking and damaging group was
smaller, 1% of all, and weak, with few tools to damage
others. It grew over 1.5% to 2% now, becoming at the
same time richer, getting more power, getting more
attacker-tools, acquiring more intelligence. That´s why it
is now a greater danger than ever, a deadly danger for
humanity indeed.
Thus: we have to stand up and to heal the defect
program inside of them, which changes normal people
into senselessly attacking and senselessly damaging
other people.
It is really senseless and really crazy! They use to
attack everybody, whom they find weak enough. They
attack as soon as they think, that they can damage
successfully. Continuously they are looking around for
weak victims, driven by that defect program in their
heads. It is brain disease! Nothing else! But it does not
look like that from outside. The defect is hidden in a
corner of their brain. With the rest of the brain, which is
normal, they can behave normally. So they hide behind
a semblance of normality and can play the game perfectly.
They are dangerous enemies!

Sometimes however they are switching between the
normal and the sick part of their brain. Then you have a
chance to observe that.You have to watch carefully. You have
to know face-patterns. You have to know, in which parts of
their faces signals of sick emotions appear. For some seconds
sometimes. Or for as short as a quart of a second only.

A bit of training helps you.
First hint: watch the edges of their lips !
Second hint: Observe the activity of their eyes ! Fixing eyes? Sucking
eyes? Observe the activity of their eyes, while laughing ! Normal
laugh, with eyes going inside in joy, with eyes going around, with eyes
looking far away? Or laugh with fixing eyes, sucking in information of
you and your emotions? Trying to catch your state of mind, your
vulnerability or your being hurt? Study the after-prank-pattern, APP !
Third hint: If your opponent is bearing a pokerface, which does not
meet the situation, then become alert. Pokerface is for many 2%gpeople with very strong sick emotions the only way to suppress the
wish to laugh over damage, damage coming, in preparation,
or damage already made. Pokerface is their only way to hide the
lustwaves, hitting them inside.

At once you will understand, what is going on:
As soon as you have got it, you can stack experience
on experience, all of the same kind, supporting the
correctness of the solution of the riddle:
The explanation for the embarrassing happenings is simple:
explanation for a world of evil, with mountains of damage,
indirectly created: health damage, property damage, trillions
of dollars, by money-manipulation, property gone to the
billionairs, and once more property damage and liveability
damage by stealing, robbing and hiding big innovations,
senselessly, f.i. several – not only one, but several –
technologies to produce free clean energy and letting people
around the world pay another trillions of dollars for dirty
energy and live in a polluted enviroment, senselessly polluted
(The damagemakers must live themselves in the poluted
environment, showing the senselessness of their activities clearly)

and loss of millions of lifes through ignited wars:

the 2%-group is playing pranks, evil pranks.
The persons of the 2%-group are playing evil
pranks all their life, in large groups or in small
groups, all kinds of damage games. More
damage means more lust. They enjoy it
deeply. They enjoy it as children, in the childcorner of their brains. It is the ppp-program,
the well known playing pranks program, active
within healthy children between age 7 and age
11, which is active in their heads in a distorted
form: 1. without damage-limitation, and 2. lifelong running. This defect ppp-program, dppp,
is causing the whole trouble. They inherited a
defect gene, the Dppp-Gene, DpppG, which
caused defect brainstructures in one braincorner, in the child-corner, and this causes the
Dppp-Disease, DpppD, the crazy behavior,
damaging others senselessly.
Enjoying big damage, damage without
damage-limitation, enjoying evil pranks without
conscience: you can watch it. Check it out
and stack observation on observation!
In normal healthy children between 7 and 11 the pppprogram, enclosing the damage-limitation-program

(dlp), is activ. Dlp allows children to make small
damage. En enjoy it deeply. Dlp forbids children to
make big damage. Dlp gives children a bad conscience,
a bad feeling, if they make big damage.
Dlp does not run within the people of the 2%group.They enjoy damage, small or big, deeply, without
getting a bad conscience, without bad feelings. They
doen't have conscience. Conscienceless people. Not
normal ! Sick people ! Born with DpppG, the Defect
Gene, and with the devastating brain Disease DpppD.
Dppp-Disease is the evil power behind organized wars.
Who could think this out? The 'harmless' and funny pppattack-program of children the background of the big
attacker-events, the organized wars! WW1, WW2 and now WW3.

Surprising reality! See below a WW3-warrior,
the crazy child Bill Gates in an adult body.

Why doe you press your lips together, Bill?

What do you want to hide? Your vaccine damage prank?
The sick persons of the 2%group,
placed between Dppp-Disease, DpppD,

and us, the victims, the 98%group,
are only the tools of DpppD to attack and to damage us.

The chain of cause and effect is:
DpppG >> DpppD >> sick 2%group >> we, 98%group
or, more elaborated,
DpppG >> DpppD >> 2%group >> tools of 2%g>> 98%g

Does it make sense to start now a counter attack
against the 2%group, while DpppG and DpppD are
outside of our sight and attention?
Sure not ! 2%g is not the origin of the problems, but
only a tool of DpppG+DpppD, the true origin of the evil.
Thus: we have to start an attack on DpppG+DpppD,
a big operation to heal the 2%-group from DpppD.
Our gene-science is able to manage that.
The origin of the evil is located. It's a tiny cause with a
giant effect. Most probably we can get it under control.
Let's have a look now on the tools of the 2%group!
DpppD is using 2%g als a tool.
So DpppD is indirectly using the tools of 2%g.
What are the tools of the 2%group

to organize WW3, running since 2019?
a. Money-Power. Big Money of the sick billionairs
b. Media-control. Big parts of the MSM-media are
property of the billionairs. The rest is under their control.
c. Lie strategy. Brainwash strategy.
Silencing unwanted facts to death
(follow 2 media-channels, a normal and critical media-channel,
and a MSM-media-channel – then you can see it easily)

spreading half and whole lies to brainwash people.

d. Bio-weapons, just actual now. Viruses!
e. chemical weapons, Chemtrail-weapons, waiting.
f. hungerdeath-weapon, as used 1945-1948, waiting
g. 5G-radiation-weapon, installed, rolled out,
h. lockdown dictatorship, active and getting denser
h. vaccines with hidden components to thin out
population (expression of Billionair Bill Gates).
Depopulation. Genocide. They aim at large scale
genocide! They even admit it openly. The Great Reset!
People with brain-disease DpppD, the lustdamagemaker-disease, have written threir WW3-script,
investing many many years, and have started the
attack on us, the 98%-group.now!

It is a 2%-group.
As soon as a bigger part of our 98%-group has got it,
we can wash their weapons away,
get them and treat their disease.
That has to be done now.
Become engaged !
In their core they are children.

When we start pressing them,
rely upon, that they will panic and start making big faults

Once more, Bill: What do you want to hide?

Your genocide-plans, based on the vaccine weapon?
Their weak virus-weapon Corona Covid19 is in action*, has been
spread. We can suffocate the first Corona-virus and the “mutations”
Their 5G-weapon is in action. We can dismount the antennes easily.
The lockdown-weapon is realized. Big protests are already running.
We can breakdown the lockdown easily by saying “no” in big groups,
with rubber-resistance-strategy, avoiding confrontation with criminal
2%g-police and with criminal 2%g-military.
Avoiding to attack their strong sides. See Corona-Holiday.jaaaa.net .
Attacking only their weakest side, their Big Disease DpppD.
The vaccine-weapon has been applied in first cases,
with many even jong people dead. (information, heavily suppressed by MSM).
Much more people dieing as result of the vaccination than as result of the virusinfection. Of cause they are hiding that, believing in the almightiness of their
brainwash-technology to twist the truth endlessly. We can stop that vaccinationidiocy by saying “no” and warning and spreading the facts.
We can even replace the bad and harmfull vaccines with the new much better
and harmless vaccines of the TU Delft. The digital vaccines.

The mRNA-”vaccines” of the WW3-attackers nead minus70 Grad C
conservation. Suddenly there are difficulties to deliver the planned

quantities. Maybe, that an insider with full view on the planned megacrime of the crazy children in adult bodies has made his “no”-decision
and turned the wrong switches to sabotage a bit, with result big
damage to the plans of the lust-damagemakers.
Battles inside the 2%groep, using the bad-prank-strategy, are a reality
of the disease also. During years of observation of the perverse
DpppD-groups that has been registered
So their attack-machinery is vulnerable and we can make use of that.
It makes sense to block their weapons. It doesn't make sense to kill
the crazy children, playing their WW3-prank. It makes sense to heal
them from their disease DpppD, the origin of the evil. The persons are
merely tools of DpppD.
The sick children in adult bodies, playing their WW3-prank, have bad
cards, if we make a fist, we, the 98%-group, the 98%-giant.
Group-actions make sense. Rubber-resistance is effective. See
www.Corona-Holiday.jaaaa.net .The 2%-dwarf has not enough crews
to be a match for big peacefull groups with intelligent pacifist strategy

Become engaged !
www.adp.jaaaa.net
www.a.jaaaa.net

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court in USA John Roberts

is suffering from Dppp-Disease, DpppD. The lust-damagemaker-disease.

Typical pattern on his face, after having played a bad prank. Fun, looking back,
prepared to flee, flee-pattern of a child.

Die schockierende Entdeckung der US-Navy am SuezKanal und der US-Army im Tunnelsystem unter der USA
zeigt das wahre Gesicht der kranken Machthaber. Ohne
Deckung und Mitwirkung von ganz oben ist das
aufgedeckte Geschehen in diesem Umfang unmöglich.

See www.Q8.jaaaa.net
Under Europe a same Tunnel-System

Hillary Clinton after Adrenochrome withdrawal
Adrenochrome is a drug made from … incredible

Opposition outside parliament: IQ-Party, Schatttenregierung. Q-Resistance, QR

Cooperation with US-Army

Qx7 + www.Qx2.jaaaa.net

Citizens, Medical Doctors, Scientists against WW3-warrior-governments

The fast TT-test will defeat the attackers completely

Teaching tail, the same in all Q-websites

How to unmask the sick attackers?
Using science to unmask the 2%-group
of sick attackers, the victory is on our side.

Lips together: after-prank-pattern pp1
Bill Gates sick billionair

John Roberts, US-judge

Hitler en Merkel
lust-waves during damage-games, pp2
sucking eyes to catch damage-signs
communication in the gamer group

www.Q4.jaaaa.net

pp2: big pleasure, displaced in actual situation
A.Merkel

Sick Heelth-Miinister in D., Spahn

DSM-CEO
Activity on WEF, peparing big WW3-damage
triggering lust-waves in his head, pre-pleasure, pp3,
sucking eyes, laughing mouth

Mike Pence, pokerface, pp4

People with very strong DpppD-Disease
have only one way to hide their lust waves:
bearing a pokerface, prank pattern 4 , pp4
Mike Pence was a peophile, and very sick

Obama -after-prank-pattern: pp1.1 ergo sick

lips together, without laugh: caught bad pranks player, or in fear to be caught

Parts of the DpppD-sick people have the ability to show Honest Faces, prank patter 5, pp5,
as Fauci and his mother, Mother Theresa. So bad pranks playing groups put them in front.
On the background right Mike Pence with pokerface, pp4.
Sealed indictment of Fauci includes charges of treason and mass medical malpractice

Death penalty is waiting

Speaking fotos and pictures (see below) can be continued endlessly, 2% of all infected with the defect
gene (worldwide 140 million) in dominant mode, developing the brain disease DpppD, defect playingpranks-program-Disease, and more people in recessive mode. The actually sick people show malicious
behavior, stay trying to damage others severely. By warfare f.i. , now WW3. There is only one common
sense way to defeat this disease: eradication with gene-technology. For the short run pills can be
developed to make the disease sleep. Adults don´t need the ppp-program.

Pure disease
Pictures like this one have been circulating since decennia from hand to hand and on Internet, telling,
what insiders know over evil happenings in the dark, hidden before the eyes of the great community,
telling, that many political leaders of the community of nations as Blair, Bush, Clinton, Balkenende,
EU-Timmermans and EU-TIMMERMANS
belong to the evil group, Trojan Horses of the RoRoMo-Cabal , busy with damaging the nations.
Now busy with WW3. Mega-genocide.
It seems, that WW3 of the crazy Satanists has awaked already a big part of society and will awake

more, will awake the Giant, the 98 %. The US-army is on the way to show the people, step by step, the
black background of reality. With bunkers deep in the ground beneath Capitol and White House, with
thousands of children, tortured until death, and others still alive, ready fore misuse by pedophiles and
by lustmurderers. Waiting for our help. Become active, before it is too late !
There are more Torture-Bunkers ! Perhaps also beneath Reichstag in Berlin and Binnenhof in Den
Haag, NL. Who knows? Did You already control these regions? Did you already give experts the
order to cotrol for you?
Does pokerface-Merkel tell you the truth? Did she ever do the Truth-Test? www.TT.jaaaa.net
Why are you content with her Honest Face, pp5 ? Or her pokerface, pp4 ?
It is the most hidden and most dangerous disease.
Disease is part of the world.
Disease can be healed. Having done this, life can go on. IT IS JUST THE EFFECT OF A DEFECT GENE.
More photos coming 1
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Q4.jaaaa.net

CBI director Gina Haspel, pokerface pp4 US-election fraudster

more speaking photos coming soon

